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The Power of Partnerships to
Advance Technology
Every government agency relies on data
analytics for good decision making. And
every government agency uses analysis
and analytic technologies from a wide
variety of technology companies.

The Roundtable
As an industry consortium focused
on the government, we are
committed to learning more
about government priorities
and mission requirements
for analysis and analytic
technologies.
In this way, the Roundtable
can provide better products
and accelerated solutions for
the U.S. government.

The Benefits
• Cost Savings
• Increased Product Interoperability
and Agility
• Accelerated Adoption and
Implementation
• Common Understanding and
Shared Goals
• Technical Advantages

The Analysis Exchange
A priority project for the Roundtable is the Analysis Exchange (AE). A motivated team of industry,
government, and The MITRE Corporation have designed architecture and technology for information
exchange. Benefits include:
•

Using a more interoperable, consistent, and repeatable model allow vendors to compete for
acquisitions more efficiently, saving time and money.

•

Products and systems can become more effective at meeting government needs and
requirements with less investment of resources.

•

The AE can break down the data silos that multiple analytic tools typically create.

•

Member companies can adopt consistent standards more quickly, saving them and the
government time and money.

•

The AE can develop a set of common standards and protocols for the analysis and analytics
community.

•

The AE can create enriched products for government use based on the results of different
companies’ products.

Interested in Learning More About the Roundtable?
For more information about the Technology & Innovation Roundtable and to discover about
government engagement opportunities with the Technology & Innovation Roundtable, contact
Director and Chair Dr. Angela O’Hanlon, amcintee@mitre.org, or visit the Roundtable at:
www.technologyroundtable.org
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